
Vernadsky Station travels to Travessa da Ermida 

After its presence at the Emmerico Nunes Cultural Centre and at Sines Art Centre, 

Vernadsky Station travels to Travessa da Ermida, in Lisbon for a new presentation.   

  

Vernadsky Station includes the artists Mafalda Santos, Ricardo Pistola, Sara Santos, 

Soraya Vasconcelos and Susana Gaudêncio; Ana Teresa Ascensão (designer) and Nuno 

Bengalito, (programmer); Garcia da Selva (musician/songwriter); the researchers Alex 

Gomez-Marin (neuro-scientist), Álvaro Domingues (geographer) and José Carlos 

Calazans (historian); the Dois Dias Edições – Sofia Gonçalves and Rui Paiva (editors). 

  

Estação Vernadsky has the Russian geochemist Vladimir Vernadsky’s (1863-1945) 

thoughts/ideas as a starting point, namely the concept of noosphere.   

  

The thought of Vladimir Vernadsky (1863-1945), soviet mineralogist and geochemist, 

is characterized by a systemic notion of reality; he has theorized about the biological 

(biosphere) life action on the inert matter (geosphere); when the first one changes, 

shapes and makes the second one evolve. Applying this logic to the human being, it 

considers technology as a life extension, something “natural” and therefore not 

“artificial” and taking these ideas to its last consequences he argues that human 

intelligence introduces a new complexification of reality – inclusively at a chemical and 

physical level – generating a new sphere: the noosphere (the collective sphere of the 

mind). 

  

His ideas summon relevant notions for the Sines context as well as for the present 

moment, such as the Anthropocene, term used to make reference to the current 

geological period in which the action of man is a decisive factor; a particularly relevant 

notion in such an industrial city as this one.  

  

Vernadsky Station is a project created by Soraya Vasconcelos and Susana Gaudêncio. It 

has developed in several moments such as an artistic residence, exhibitions, a digital 

platform, round tables, workshops, pedagogical activities and a book.  

  

Project in cooperation with the Centro Cultural Emmerico Nunes and Centro de Artes 

de Sines, with financial support from Câmara Municipal de Sines, DGARTES, 

Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian and Travessa da Ermida. 

  

http://estacaovernadsky.com/ 

 


